A riveting slice of the Vietnam anti-war
movement, now available for the first time
This raucous film revives the wonderfully campy, yet biting theater
of Jane Fonda and Donald Sutherland’s Free The Army (or, more
popularly, “F*** The Army”) Tour. A gritty mix of rollicking
performances and GI interviews, FTA juxtaposes lighthearted
political satire with the somber realities of war, occupation, and
the absurdities of military life.
Fonda and Sutherland are joined on stage by an all-star cast of
musicians and activists including folk musician Len Chandler,
songstress Rita Martinson, and comedian Paul Mooney. It all adds
up to a fresh look at the Vietnam anti-war movement through the
songs and skits that shook a generation.

• Sundance Channel Premiere: February 3, 2009.
• Produced by and starring Hollywood icons Jane Fonda and
Donald Sutherland, and featuring an all-star cast of musicians
and activists.

• The mystery surrounding the film is as compelling as the tour
itself: One week after it appeared in theaters in July 1972, at the
height of Nixon’s paranoia, all prints of the film disappeared
and it has been available only on bootleg copies—until now.
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ALSO RECOMMENDED
SIR! NO SIR! This award-winning theatrical
hit unfolds the stunning story of the military
men and women who forced the U.S.
government to end the Vietnam War.
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GUERRILLA: THE TAKING OF PATTY HEARST
Internationally acclaimed, GUERRILLA is a
gripping, unparalleled account of the
most sensational kidnapping in American
history. NNVG9738
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